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SHOW BAG
Thank you for visiting Sattler.
We’d like to offer you a discount of
10% off your next full roll.
Offer is valid on one roll only
and only in the month of
November 2020. *
*Send this PDF together with your order, limit one discount per company,
may not be combined with any other offers.

-> SUNPROTECTION
DESIGN SELECTOR

-> CASUAL FURNITURE
DESIGN SELECTOR

With our DESIGN SELECTOR you get the possibility to combine all the shade fabrics in our Shade Design Selector or all cut
yardage fabrics in the Casual Furniture Design Selector.

Once you have made your decision, you can use the online tool
to print out the selection information to share with your dealer/
retailer. With just four simple steps, you can relax, enjoy, compare, select and send your inquiry.
Additionally, you’re able to embed this tool in your own website.

Be it retractable awning, fixed awning, umbrellas, body cloth or
throw pillow, each can be chosen separately. This way you will
gain a first impression of which fabrics fit the best together.
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SATTLER
SHADE

-> 60“ SOLIDS

SATTLER
OUTDURA

-> ELEMENTS

-> LUMERA

SATTLER OFFERS PREMIUM QUALITY
IN EVERY FIBER.

-> 745
EVOLUTION

Sattler:
Solution-dyed acrylic

Our premium awning and marine fabrics
are made from 100 % solution-dyed
branded acrylic. This guarantees top-level functionality, and outstanding UV
protection.
Colors resist fading, and fabric will not
break down even after years of exposure
to the sun.

Your benefits:
• Colors remain bright and luminous for
many years
• High UV fastness protecting the
colors from fading as well as fabric
degradation
• Outstanding water, dirt and fungus
repellency
• Best weather-proof outdoor fiber

Color pigments are infused
all the way to the core
of the fiber.

Other Qualities:
Yarn-dyed fiber
Pigments penetrate just the
outer surface of the fabric;
thus these fabrics fade faster.

-> Learn more about Sattler Quality & Features
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SATTLER
UPHOLSTERY

The fabrics are made from 100% solution-dyed acrylic and ensure outstanding
technical properties regarding light and
color fastness, UV-resistance and durability. This means that Outdura fabric’s
colors will remain brilliant and beautiful
for years to come.

SATTLER
MARINE

TRIO® - the multilayer
quality for all those applications which have sensitive
surfaces such as powder or
gel coated frames.

SATTLER
OUTDURA

-> OVATION 3

-> MODERN
TEXTURES

SATTLER
ARCHITECTURE

-> TRIO

The elastic behavior in warp
and weft of the ATLAS membranes is much more homogenous than that of conventional fabrics. That‘s why
it‘s the perfect quality for
architectural applications.

-> ATLAS
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